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Abstract: With the advent of the post-industrial era, the ecological environment of the bureaucratic organization has undergone
tremendous and profound changes, and the cooperation organization is expected to become the future direction of organizational
transformation. But the transformation process from bureaucratic organization to cooperation organize remains a critical connection point,
and because of the multi-center network, equality, openness, etc., the network organization has become an effective connection of the
bureaucratic organization and the cooperation organizations.
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organizational personnel. According to Web’s point of view,
Introduction

Bureaucratic Organization has the following features, 1. Hierarchy.

Current development of the economic society is increasingly

Each member has a clearly defined authority and is accountable to

rapid and complex after entering the post-industrial era. The running

his or her superior when performing his / her duties in a hierarchical

problems of Bureaucratic Organization have been increasing due to

labor market. 2. Continuity. By providing regular opportunities for

humanity

promotion of occupational structure, the public employment has

of

the

organizational

development,

information

transmission without hierarchy as well as the organizational flatten.

become

To facing future challenges, the win-win organizational method

Specialization. Staff are selected based on actual performance,

which is presented by scholars has become the trend of the

trained according to their responsibilities and controlled through

organizational development. However, there are barriers must be

archived information. Nevertheless, Web indicated as well that once

overcome which transform the Bureaucratic Organization into the

hierarchy established, it becomes the most unbreakable social

Cooperation

Information

organizational structure. However, with the continuous development

Technology, Network Organization has appeared and become

of economic society, bureaucratic organizations face many

obviously crucial. The Network Organization is significance to

difficulties in operation.

Organization.

Accompanied

with

bridging Bureaucratic Organization and Cooperation Organization.

a

full-time

job

receives

fixed

compensation.

3.

1.1 The Dilemma of "Impersonalization" in Bureaucratic
Organization

1. The Dilemma Faced by Bureaucratic Organization in the
Post-industrial Society
Bureaucratic Organization is the production of the rationalized
Social Organization which is the combination of modern economy
and industrial development. It plays an important role in applying to
the industrialized society and promoting the current development.
But Bureaucratic Organization has been becoming incompatible in
both content and form when entered the post-industrial society. Inner
conflicts within Bureaucratic Organization has been gradually
apparent with the coming of Information Age.
In the industrialized society of one machine production, which
is pointed out by Web that it must be the form of Bureaucratic
Organization if one organization manages to complete aims
rationally

and

efficiently.

The "rationality" of the Bureaucratic Organization requires the
"impersonal" rule to deal with affairs. Members of the organization

Bureaucratic

Organization

has

characteristics of professionalized rational division of labor, clear
hierarchy of authority, regularization of authority, personalization of
organization management as well as professionalization of

must be strictly in accordance with the Act and regulations towards
work and business contacts under the planning and control of the
organizational system. Individual emotions shall not affect the
rational decision-making by the organization. System, rules and
duties rather than personality, creativity and emotion are important
factors to the organization. The members of the organization become
instruments of the legal system. Not only are their personalities
suppressed, but creativity, work motivation and learning ability are
greatly limited. ‘On the one hand, it makes people focusing functions
and efficiency, while gradually disregard the pursuit of value ideals
and ideology. On the other hand, it mercilessly exploits the human
freedom of personality, so that the modern society suffer from a
process that means replace the purposes.’ This impersonaizationl
shows all kinds of incompatibility with the overall economic social
development and progress. Human values highlighted in the
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Information Age. People tend to pursuing their own personality

chain. Orders have to be transmitted from the top to the bottom,

freedom and satisfaction of diversified needs. Individuals' quest for

whereas information transferred conversely. However, information

rights and individuality has led them to demand participation in the

cannot be transmitted rapidly and efficiently among different levels

management process and to seek opportunities for innovation. The

due to hierarchy and hatred of Informal Organization. Not only does

advent of the information society, making the organization members

orders and information transformation cost more human resources,

pay more attention to psychological experience and development

but lead to information distortion and misrepresentation. Meanwhile,

environment of the work.

the pyramid-shaped hierarchy making members psychologically

1.2 The Dilemma of Specialization Principle in Bureaucratic

‘worship the top’. Most of them are foreclosed from management
level. They can only get promotion through a confined method.

Organization
The Industrial Society offers a historical condition which had
limited competency, information resources and equipment. At the

Therefore, in time and valid decisions are difficult to arrive and
administration is hard to implement.

expense of overall personal development in exchange for the

During the period with rapid developing science and swiftly

efficiency to forming specialized labor division. Specialized labor

advanced Information Technology, the social environment has been

division makes a single presentation of knowledge structure and

changed profoundly. It is time to replace the stubborn Bureaucratic

professional skills. The knowledge and ability of organization

Organization by a new form of Organization. Kennis Clock pointed

members is difficult to adapt to the requirements of the new situation

out that the Organizational Value which bases on humanity and

once the workplace and the environment changes. Their knowledge

democracy is required to take the place of dehumanized and

and skills become obsolete and inefficient. Friction and competition

stereotyped Basic Value. A new Power Value which is basis on

among

members

of

the

organization

increased

due

to

homogenization development caused by the specialization. So that

cooperation and ration would come along to substitute the old one
which was basis on coercion.

the organization "internal friction" has been increased. Long-term
specialization gradually breeds the bureaucratic habits of the
organization staff, selfishness and so on. Organization and
management systems are rigid and unresponsive. Organizations
increasingly require versatile talents during the development of
Modern

"Cooperation" as a product of the post-industrial era.

can continue to innovate and develop.

historical conditions. With the advent of the post-industrial era,

Closed

there

are

Post-industrial Society
Organizational philosophy is conceived in specific social and

of

As

2.1 The Advantages of Cooperation Organization in

advantages between members, only building learning organizations
Dilemma

Society.

Post-industrial Society and the Current Limitation

complementary

1.3

Information

2. The Advantages of Cooperation Organization in

Structure

of

Bureaucratic

Organization

globalization

continues

to

evolve.

Humans

need

to

face

environmental change and social problems from around the world.

Bureaucratic

Organization

emphasizes

the

pursue

of

Humans today become a destiny community. The common interests

‘Rationalization’. In order to achieve aims which are set by the

of mankind determine its behavior. This means that ‘we must seek

Organization, it adopts means of severe plan and control. It is of

collective action in the sense of humanity as a whole. As a result,

certainty that a closed organizational system would be produced to

cooperation rather than competition has become the theme of the

minimize interference of external factors. This kind of system tries to

times. It is this emergence of social or historical context, the concept

lower the environmental effects. Thus, departments are functional

of cooperative organization has become a realistic theoretical

clear but mutual isolated. The sensitivity of environmental changes

activity.’[i] This makes the ‘cooperation first and foremost a social

is deprived, thus the adaptability to surrounding is lost. The main

lifestyle, the second is interpersonal relationships and actions that

two characteristics are unpredictability and uncertainty in the

become part of this life form. As a result, cooperation will inevitably

Information

lead the parties to the mutual benefit and the interests of society as a

Age.

Because

of

the

closeness,

Bureaucratic

Organization has gradually difficult to fit the changing conditions,
and it can hardly meet the multi-requirement of swiftly various
service objects.
1.4 Dilemma of Authority Hierarchy of Bureaucratic
Organization

whole.’[ii] Thus, partner organizations become a major trend.
Through trust framework, the cooperation achieves the
integration of the entire organization. It makes the relationship
between members of the organization is no longer a subjection and
domination, but the main body of equal mutual cooperation. Each

The Bureaucratic Organization combines hierarchy and

member of the organization is integrated by cooperation. The whole

totalitarian tendencies. The Organization has been unitedly divided

society began to become an organic union. This system is an open

into management levels and range. There is a pyramid-shaped

network structure that members are free to move and mix up.

divisional. This hierarchical level acts strictly according to the power

Cooperative organizations connect and interact through negotiation.
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For the common need to select the goals and programs of collective

development of learning organization and continue to carry out a

action by rational consultation. In the form of division of labor to

virtuous circle.

take joint action. The characteristics of the cooperative organization

(3) Cooperative Organizations can break through the closed

make it able to effectively resolve the dilemma of Bureaucratic

structure of Bureaucratic Organizations to effectively adapt to

Organizations.

rapidly changing external environment. Although the closed system

(1) The Cooperative Organization's pursuit of organizational

formed by Bureaucratic Organizations can reduce the adverse effects

value is not ‘rational’ planning and control, but ‘human nature’

of external factors, but limit the function of an organization. It is

cooperation and participation. Bureaucratic Organization 's Pursuit

difficult to assume more complexity and uncertainty of a strong

of ‘Rationalization’ pay too much attention on ‘norms’ that external

mandate. However, the Cooperative Organization is an open-ended

control. Organizations’ different turn into the ‘norms rather than the

organizational structure. ‘At any given time, environmental control

normative carrier. Depressing the creation and participation of

will not be used as a prerequisite for undertaking tasks and achieving

people to a large extent. Making the development of personal

mission objectives. It does not create a requirement to control the

aspirations and organizational objectives separated. Leading to all

environment, but the interaction with the environment as its own

sorts of "free riders" and other acts of sabotage and negative in the

cooperation mechanism of extroversion.’[i] It relies on no central

work. The ‘norm’ of a Cooperative Organization is not intended to

network system operation. Members of the organization exist as a

control. The purpose of the organization is to give members a

network ‘nodes’ and free to combine. According to the complex and

self-control and management platform. Cooperative Organizations

volatile tasks to promote rapid changes in organizational members

attach importance to human nature and its value. Therefore, the

and condensed into a whole. They are conscientiously carry out

relationship between the members of the organization is equal.

cooperation to meet challenges. At the same time, when the members

Conducting management activities with trust to determine common

of the organization disagree on organizational objectives, a fully

guidelines and goals. As the cooperative Organization takes

open cooperative organization can ensure that irreconcilable

individual development and organizational goals to achieve as a

organization members will be out of the organization because of

unified, positive correlation process, so members of the organization

differences, while new co-operative members who identify with the

will put his solidarity with the organization as a whole. As Kangzhi

common goal flow into the organization. It can effectively unite

Zhang pointed out, ‘Cooperative Organizations to comply with the

members of consensus, and quickly converted to organizational

rules to carry out the initiative in the process of cooperation.

collective action.

Through the cooperative consultation approach to amend and

(4) Cooperation can change the hierarchical organizational level

improve the rules in the cooperative action if it is not conducive to

controlled

the smooth development.’[iii] Cooperative Organizations will have a

hierarchical complexity, slow decision-making, implementation lag,

power

system.

Bureaucratic

criticisms

include

fully harmonious interpersonal relationship when the control of

cost increases, inefficiency, etc. Cooperative network structure is

external demand is eliminated. Trust equality, collective participation,

"decentralization, sharing, co-governance", which enable to make

consultation and cooperation allowing members of the organization

the organization and members in the network structure. The

can actively and effectively play their own intelligence.

interaction between members to achieve the overall efficiency of the

(2) Members of the Organization are not required to have

organization. The information flow of the cooperating organization

homogenous internal competitions which were brought by

can transcend the hierarchical organization's top-down or bottom-up

specialization, but the heterogeneity of mutual cooperation. The

vertical chain by relying on the network structure. Organization

tendency of specialization inside of Bureaucratic Organization has

members can avoid intermediate links and achieve non-distance

brought about a lot of problems. The homogeneity of the competition,

communication

exacerbated organizational friction. But the characteristics of the

multi-directional flow. It can enable all members of the organization

cooperative organization are to let the members of the group work in

to effectively share information, so that the "decision-making -

a team to achieve collective goals. This process requires a mix of

feedback" the activities of this process is greatly compressed.

different competencies and professional membership. It emphasizes

Coordination costs are greatly reduced, thereby improving

the heterogeneity and complementarity between organizational

organizational efficiency. The power of the organization does not

members. Because each member has a different specialty and role,

depend on hierarchical positions, but rather on the acquisition of

thus, the competition and internal friction between the homogenized

information. Each member shares information and other resources

members of the organization are avoided. Moreover, due to the

equally. Through collective consultation and cooperation to achieve

coherence of collective goals and the development of membership.

common goals. This allows each member to become the main body

Members of the organization will also help each other to improve the

of the organization, and then stimulate its creativity and initiative to

efficiency of cooperation between each other. To promote the

create a higher performance.

through

the

network

structure

into

a
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Bureaucratic Organizations. But the transition from Bureaucracy to
Partner Organizations requires overcoming many problems of the

Forward
At present, China's industrialization has not yet been completed,

Cooperative Organization itself. This period requires an effective

and information technology is just getting started. This economic

organizational

and social development of reality makes the Bureaucratic form is

organizations. Harald said, ‘The industrial age has given rise to

form

to

link

Bureaucratic

and

Cooperative

still able to meet the needs of most organizations to effectively

ruthless conflicts because material resources are limited, thereby

complete the goal. So, Bureaucratic Organizations will still exist in a

promoting a 'zero sum game'. However, if it is to share the dominant

certain period of time. Therefore, its transition to the Cooperative

social information technology, the value will increase. A cooperative

Organization is a long historical process. At the same time, Partner

problem-solving 'both sum competition' can be formed.’[i] Network

Organizations as a new phenomenon, which itself also has some

organization as a new way of organization, as an effective link

limitations.

between Bureaucratic Organizations and Cooperative Organizations.
Cooperative

‘Network organization” ‘means a group of ‘equal’ nodes that

Bureaucratic

rely on a common goal or interest to form spontaneously together.

Organizations in society has been deep-rooted, forming a deep sense

The network here is not only referring to the Internet, but also the

of hierarchy. Attendant control, rank, authority and other

structure of the shape without the existence of central nodes.

organizational culture deeply rooted. The biggest problem with

Network organizations rely on the information generated by the

current cooperative organizations is that they have not yet cultivated

Internet platform to drive the operation of the organization. The

their sense of cooperation. The trust mechanism in the cooperative

organizational agreement ensures the normal operation of network

(1)

Cooperative

Organizations.

Since

establishment
the

industrial

issues

in

society,

organization is difficult to establish in a short time. There is currently

organizations. The open architecture is constantly looking for and

no effective mechanism for rational allocation and compromise

replacing by more appropriate members. Achieving the goal of

between countries, inter-organizational and inter-personal interests.

network organization is through the network member innovation. In

Therefore, the

a network organization, members are made up of heterogeneous

basis for the establishment of cooperative

firms or departments with different capabilities and expertise, which

organizations still need to be further strengthened.
Cooperative

does not exist the authoritative power. The process of accomplishing

Organizations. Cooperative organization is a network structure, its

the goal is not the traditional ‘command-and-execute’ model, but

members are free to flow. Collaborative networks are based on the

participates in the exchange of information. It is the process of

sharing power and sharing the responsibility among the members of

negotiating resources and objectives. Network Organization and

the organization. But if the lack of good communication and

Cooperative Organizations have similarities. But the network

coordination platform, information, directives, resources, and

organizations pay more attention on the Internet platform for

sharing cannot be synchronized in time, the coordination between

coordination,

the members of the organization is also difficult to achieve harmony

agreement to cooperate. To a certain extent make up for the lack of

and efficiency. It will bring shuffle between each other, shift

Cooperation Organizations.

(2)

Internal

Coordination

problems

of

responsibility and other issues, and ultimately impede the growth
and development of cooperative organizations.

2.3.1

real-time

Network

information

Organization

sharing

and

Cultivating

contractual

Cooperative

Culture

(3) The Problems of Complex Environment in the Development

The network organization helps to form the organization

of Cooperative Organizations. Cooperative organizations must

member cooperation consciousness and the trust mechanism. With

embrace the complexity and uncertainty of the environment in an

the development of the information society, the general trend of

open manner. In the open circumstance to seek cooperation with

history is the development of knowledge, science and high quality of

other organizations and social systems, and then conduct and

the whole society. Most of the members of the network organization

develop in the cooperation. But highly complex and uncertainty of

are highly educated intellectuals. According to the super-Y theory of

the information age asks the organization a higher capacity

human nature assumptions, ‘They pursue the realization of

requirements. If the problem of external factors led to the failure of

self-worth, and desire to play their talents. They willing to pay their

cooperative organizations, it would make the transformation of

own creativity and enthusiasm.’[ii] They attach importance to the

cooperative organizations have a sense of frustration, and return to

realization of ‘human value’ in the organizational operation. So they

the Bureaucratic Organization.

are more eager to the organization model is equal consultation plus

2.3 Network Organizations Play a Connecting Role in the
Transition

from

Bureaucratic

Organizations

to

Cooperative

Organizations
Cooperative organizations have proposed the goal of replacing

mutual cooperation. Network organization contains the equality,
sharing, decentralization and other characteristics. Members are
promoted to deal with business affairs by consultation in the
organizational operation. Enhancing the trust between members of
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the organization as well as improving the ‘social capital’. And

companies or departments are united by mission objectives. It

constantly create and consolidate the ‘mutual cooperation’ of the

focuses on horizontal communication and linkages and reduces the

organizational culture. This kind of culture is projected into the

power

society, which can bring the whole society to establish the

coordination costs and internal losses. If a department or company in

cooperation consciousness and trust mechanism. Thus, laying the

the Network Organization system is dragging down the efficiency of

foundation for the development of cooperative organization.

the entire network, it would naturally be removed from the network

2.3.2

Network

Organization

Information

Sharing

vertical

level.

Greatly

reducing

the

organization's

system. New partner members are always available to assure the
completion of organizational goals. Moreover, the Network

Effectively coordinate the Collective Action
Network organization with its advanced technology application

Organizational structure integrates resources ‘borderless’ and

form information superiority. It can make every node in the network

‘seamlessly’. Search costs have been significantly lowered by the

organizational

global

structure

become

the

center

of

information

Internet

platform.

This

not

only

enables

network

centralization and exchange. Eliminating the possibility of

organizations to seek better resources and staffing on a larger scale

information monopoly and breaking the bottleneck of information

than the bureaucratic boundaries, but creates the foundation for

overload. To solve the problem of information asymmetry

finding the right partner.

coordination. ‘The information technology base provides the means

---------------------------------------------------------------------

for data sharing and integration. The collective decision support
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